CRYPTOME

By mail and publication on Cryptome.org

21 July 2014

Defense Intelligence Agency
ATTN: DAN-1A (FOIA)
200 MacDill Blvd
Washington, DC 20340-5100

Dear FOIA Officer,

I request any and all information concerning documents reportedly taken from the National Security Agency by Edward Snowden including information on parties reportedly involved and specific inquiries described in the attached lists:

1. Institutions and persons who have been publicly identified as having access to the documents.


This material will be published on the public education website Cryptome.org of which I am the administrator.

I agree to pay for costs associated with this request.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Young
251 West 89th Street
New York, NY 10024
212-873-8700
jya@pipeline.com

Enc Attachments 1, 2 and 3, 3 pages
Institutions and persons who have been publicly identified as having access to the documents.

1.1. The New York Times, Newspaper
1.2. The Washington Post, Newspaper
1.3. The Guardian, Newspaper
1.4. Barton Gellman, Journalist
1.5. Laura Poitras, Journalist
1.6. Glenn Greenwald, Journalist
1.7 Bruce Schneier, Journalist
1.8 Jacob Appelbaum, Journalist
1.9 Julian Assange, Journalist
1.10 Sarah Harrison, Journalist
1.11 Jill Abramson, Journalist
1.12 Thomas Drake, former NSA official
1.13 William Binney, former NSA official
1.14 Jessica Radack, Attorney
1.15. American Civil Liberties Union, Attorneys
1.16. Electronic Frontier Foundation, Attorneys
1.17 John and Jane Does, Attorneys, Journalists, Publicists, Philanthropists, Cryptographers, System Administrators, National Security Specialists, All Other Processors and Evaluators of the Edward Snowden Documents
1.18 US government agencies and members who have had access to the Snowden documents.
1.19 Non-US national governments and members who have had access to the Snowden documents.
1.20. Non-US media, newspapers, journalists, institutions and persons who have had access to the Snowden documents.

2.1 What and how many Snowden Documents were taken, by digital files, by page count, or other numerical accounting.

2.2 What is the format of the Snowden Documents, paper, digital, other.

2.3 What is the physical, digital or other location of the Snowden Documents

2.4 Who sent and received the Snowden Documents, day, time, means.

2.5 How were the Snowden Documents packaged and secured for transmittal.

2.6 How were you notified the Snowden Documents were taken.

2.7 What were the document security qualifications of the Snowden Documents sender, transmission means and the receiver.

2.7 What arrangements were made to secure the Snowden Documents upon receipt, to account, assess, organize and utilize.

2.8 What agreements -- written, verbal or implied -- if any, were made for your receipt of the Snowden Documents.

2.9 What discussions, negotiations or other communications have you had, or have knowledge of, with reported holders of the Snowden Documents possession, control, security, accounting, assessment, prospects for publication, prospect for return to the US Government, prospects for Edward Snowden amnesty or pardon.
Public release of the Edward Snowden documents

3.1 Describe prospects for public release of all Snowden Documents by public and US and foreign governmental holders of the documents.

3.2 Secure means for release.

3.3 Management and oversight of release.

3.4 Schedule and content for release.

3.5 Disclosure of consultation, if any, on release with the US and foreign governments.

3.6 Documentation and recording of the public release with public disclosure.

3.7 Identification of all persons who have had access to any or all of the Snowden Documents, including the US and foreign governments.

3.8 All correspondence, communications, recordings and other means concerning the Snowden Documents by those with access to them, including the US and foreign governments.

3.9 Financial and legal advice and arrangements concerning the Snowden Documents by those with access to them.

3.10 Security arrangements for protection of the Snowden Documents by those with access to them, including the US and foreign governments.

3.11 Amount of fees, wages, income, profits, donations, subsidies or other financial benefits derived from the Snowden Documents for those with access to them.

3.12 Identities of all those who have received financial benefits from the Snowden Documents and amount of benefits to date and expected by future payments, including the US and foreign governments.